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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking about the new generation of GPUs and the new architecture that supports them.
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Introduction to ARM Soft IP 

 ARM licenses Soft IP cores (amongst other things) to our Silicon Partners 
 They then make chips and sell to OEMs, who sell consumer devices 
 “ARM doesn’t make chips”… 

 We provide all the RTL, integration testbenches, memories lists, reference 
floorplans, example synthesis scripts, sometimes models, sometimes FPGA 
images, sometimes with implementation advice, always with memory system 
requirements/recommendations 

 Consequently silicon area, power, frequencies, performance, benchmark scores 
can therefore vary quite a bit in real silicon… 
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ARM Mali: The world’s #1 shipping GPU 

150m 
<50m 

Mali graphics based  
IC shipments (units) 

2011 2012 2013 

400m 

550m 

2014 

750m 

2015 

Mali is in: 
 

~75% 
of 

DTVs… 

~50% 
of  

tablets… 

~40% 
of 

smartphones 

750M 
Mali-based 

GPUs shipped 
in 2015 

140 
Total licenses 

65  
Total 

licensees   
 

27 
new Mali 
licenses in 

FY15 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Licensing info is including Mali video and display processor products. Volume and market share numbers are for Mali GPUs.The success of Mali (multimedia IP from ARM) is well-established and continuing – ARM Mali is now the World’s #1 SHIPPING GPU - Mali is being shipped by more and more licensees in larger and larger volumes   > 750 million units in 2015 – 36% increase Y-o-Y- 140 licences are a combination of normal licences (134) and subscription (6) licences (minor point)- Mali has :   > ~ 75% of market share of DTVs   > ~ 50% market share of tablets   > ~ 40% market share of smartphones 
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ARM Mali graphics processor generations 

Unified shader cores, SIMD ISA, OpenGL ES 3.x, OpenCL, Vulkan 

  Mali-T600 GPU series Mali-T800 GPU series Mali-T700 GPU series MIDGARD 

Separate shader cores, SIMD ISA, OpenGL ES 2.x 

Mali-200 
GPU 

Mali-450 
GPU 

Mali-300 
GPU 

Mali-400 
GPU 

UTGARD Mali-470 
GPU 

Mali-G71 
GPU 

… BIFROST 

Unified shader cores, scalar ISA, clause execution,  full coherency,  Vulkan, OpenCL 

Presented at HotChips 2015  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Bifrost architecture is named after the rainbow bridge that connects the home of men to the home of the gods. This architecture is designed with a new instruction set, a new way of controlling shader programs, and features for compatibility with upcoming graphics and compute APIs such as Vulkan and OpenCL.The Mali-G71 is our first core based on the Bifrost architecture, which will continue for several generations as with our previous architectures.
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Bifrost features 
 Leverages Mali’s scalable architecture 
 Scalable to 32 shader cores 

 
 Major shader core redesign 
 New scalar, clause-based ISA 

 New quad-based arithmetic units 
 

 New geometry data flow 
 Reduces memory bandwidth and footprint 

 
 Support for fine grain buffer sharing with the 

CPU 
 

 

20% 
Higher energy 

efficiency* 

Scalable to 32 
Shader cores 

40% 

Better 
performance 

density* 

20% 

Bandwidth 
Improvement* 

 
*Compared to Mali-T880 on same 

process node under the same conditions. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how did we achieve all of these goals? There are a series of new techniques which we are using in the Mali-G71, which together make up the Bifrost architecture. Let’s have a look…OK, so we want to make a more efficient core. What do we mean by more efficient? We need to deliver more performance per watt, more performance per mm2, and more delivery of performance per line of real-world shader code.We have four major innovations within the shader core that help us deliver on these goals.The first is a new way of representing instructions, know as clauses. We have also redesigned the arithmetic units to more efficiently address the mix of instructions present in graphical and compute shaders. We have also changed the way that the execution pipelines work, with a new communication fabric within each core as well as between them.This has in turn allowed us to redefine the geometry flow and reduce the footprint and bandwidth for vertex traffic.
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Presentation Notes
So, how did we achieve all of these goals? There are a series of new techniques which we are using in the Mali-G71, which together make up the Bifrost architecture. Let’s have a look…OK, so we want to make a more efficient core. What do we mean by more efficient? We need to deliver more performance per watt, more performance per mm2, and more delivery of performance per line of real-world shader code.We have four major innovations within the shader core that help us deliver on these goals.The first is a new way of representing instructions, know as clauses. We have also redesigned the arithmetic units to more efficiently address the mix of instructions present in graphical and compute shaders. We have also changed the way that the execution pipelines work, with a new communication fabric within each core as well as between them.This has in turn allowed us to redefine the geometry flow and reduce the footprint and bandwidth for vertex traffic.
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Bifrost GPU design 

GPU Fabric 

Driver Software 

L2 Cache 
Segment 

Tiler 

ACE Memory Bus 

Job Manager 
Shader  
Core 0 

Shader 
Core 1 

Shader 
Core 2 
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ACE Memory Bus 

L2 Cache 
Segment 

ACE Memory Bus 

MMU 

Shader 
Core  31 

L2 Cache 
Segment 

ACE Memory Bus 

Up to 32 shader cores supported 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The system diagram for a whole GPU looks fairly similar to the Midgard GPUs, but there have been significant improvements within the functional blocks. We’ll take a look at each of them in turn.
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Bifrost features 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how did we achieve all of these goals? There are a series of new techniques which we are using in the Mali-G71, which together make up the Bifrost architecture. Let’s have a look…OK, so we want to make a more efficient core. What do we mean by more efficient? We need to deliver more performance per watt, more performance per mm2, and more delivery of performance per line of real-world shader code.We have four major innovations within the shader core that help us deliver on these goals.The first is a new way of representing instructions, know as clauses. We have also redesigned the arithmetic units to more efficiently address the mix of instructions present in graphical and compute shaders. We have also changed the way that the execution pipelines work, with a new communication fabric within each core as well as between them.This has in turn allowed us to redefine the geometry flow and reduce the footprint and bandwidth for vertex traffic.
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Shader core improvements 

GPU Fabric 

Driver Software 

L2 Cache 
Segment 

Tiler 

ACE Memory Bus 

Job Manager 
Shader  
Core 0 

Shader 
Core 1 

Shader 
Core 2 

L2 Cache 
Segment 

ACE Memory Bus 

L2 Cache 
Segment 

ACE Memory Bus 

MMU 

Shader 
Core  31 

L2 Cache 
Segment 

ACE Memory Bus 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us look inside one of the new shader cores.
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Mali-G71 shader core design 

Shader Core Fabric 

Quad Creator Quad Creator 

Fragment Frontend Compute Frontend 

Z
S 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Bifrost design carves these up into smaller functional units connected by a control fabric. Let us follow the lifetime of a quad through the shader core.
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Quad execution 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each core contains a number of execution engines – for the Mali-G71, this is 3 – which actually do the work of decoding and executing the instructions in each thread. They may request additional services from the other units via the control fabric. The quad state, which includes the register values, is held locally to the engines for maximum throughput and minimum power.
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 Midgard GPUs use SIMD vectorization 
 One thread at a time executes in each pipeline stage 
 Each thread must fill the width of the hardware 

 
 
 

 Sensitive to shader code 
 Code always evolving 
 Compiler vectorization is not perfect 
 Have to detect combinations of operations which can be merged to fill idle lanes 
 Scalar operations can not always be merged into vectors 
 

 

Recap: SIMD vectorization 

Cycle 1 

Cycle 2 

Cycle 3 

Idle T0.x T0.y T0.z 

Idle T1.x T1.y T1.z 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Midgard cores, we used a SIMD vector approach, where each instruction controlled a 128-bit wide arithmetic unit, with each thread executing all elements for a vector in parallel. This is fine as long as the data fills the entire width of the arithmetic unit, but this can be difficult to achieve. Vec3 operations, for example, use only 75% of the available hardware if compiled naively. If we have 4 threads processing 3-element vectors, then it still takes 4 clock cycles to complete them, as shown on the right.We have made some strides with vectorization in the compilers, packing operations together to make better use of the execution units, but this is computationally intensive for the compiler, and merging operations is not always possible. It is like trying to assemble predetermined shapes from Lego bricks – you might not always have the right mix of bricks to make the shape you want.So is there another way of looking at this?* Yes there is.
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 Bifrost uses quad-parallel execution 
 Four scalar threads executed in lockstep in a “quad” 
 One quad at a time executes in each pipeline stage 
 Each thread fills one 32-bit lane of the hardware 
 4 threads doing a vec3 FP32 add takes 3 cycles 
 Improves utilization 

 
 Quad vectorization is compiler friendly 
 Each thread only sees a stream of scalar operations 
 Vector operations can always be split into scalars 

Quad vectorization 

Cycle 1 

Cycle 2 

Cycle 3 

T3.x T0.x T1.x T2.x 

T3.y T0.y T1.y T2.y 

T3.z T0.z T1.x T2.z 
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ne
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is, however, much easier to break larger operations down into smaller ones – like breaking models up into individual Lego bricks – so in Bifrost we instead slice the problem the other way, executing the four threads in a quad in lockstep, one element at a time.  It’s much easier to fill the execution units this way, increasing utilization and reducing execution time – you can see that we are now using 3 clock cycles instead of 4. * So we can eliminate that idle cycle and use it for something else. It also makes the compilation simpler, which makes shaders faster to compile and more likely to be optimal.
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 Executes quad-parallel scalar operations 
 4x32-bit multiplier FMA 
 4x32-bit adder ADD 
 Adder includes special function unit 

 
 Smaller and more area efficient 

 
 Simplified layout eases compilation 
 Better scheduling in today’s code 
 Better utilization 
 

 One instruction word contains two instructions 
 

Bifrost execution engine 

FMA 

ADD/SF Te
m

p 
R

eg
is

te
rs

 

Main Regs Read 

Main Regs Write 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Bifrost, the arithmetic unit is considerably simpler.Each thread sees a 32-bit FMA and ADD unit. The FMA implements a fused multiply-add and related multiply-like instructions. The ADD unit implements simpler arithmetic functions.A single instruction word, or “tuple” directly controls both functional units, containing instructions for both the FMA and ADD units.
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 Special function hardware is smaller than 
Midgard VLUT equivalent 
 Many transcendental functions supported 
 Special functions provide building blocks for compiled 

shader code 
 Part of the built-in function libraries 

 

Bifrost execution engine: Special arithmetic ops 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ADD unit can behave either as an adder or as a special function unit. It contains a number of special instructions for building complex operations such as reciprocals and true divisions, as well as powers, square roots and other transcendental functions (logarithms, trigonometry, and so on). These building block instructions are used to construct the built-in function library which is inlined or invoked by the compiler. It is much smaller than the equivalent unit in the Midgard core, as we no longer spend area accelerating truly exceptional cases – these are now handled using instruction sequences as they occur only very rarely in real-world code.The floating point implementation is IEEE-754-2008 compliant, which is required for GPU compute APIs such as OpenCL. [IF 64-bit comes up] For the high end, we also support 64-bit operations at half the speed of 32-bit operations in much the same way as in Midgard, by ganging pairs of units together. This imposes a number of additional constraints for the clause system, but these are handled “behind the scenes” by the compiler without any additional input from the user.
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 Retains support for smaller width data types 
 2x performance for FP16 useful for pixel shaders 

 

Bifrost execution engine: Functional units 

FMA 

ADD/SF Te
m

p 
R

eg
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rs

 

Main Regs Read 

Main Regs Write 

int32 32-bit integers 

int16 int16 16-bit integers 

int8 int8 int8 int8 8-bit integers 

float32 32-bit floating point 

float16 float16 16-bit floating point 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The units work on scalar 32 bit types or short vectors of smaller types. The short vector support is especially useful in pixel shaders, as color data is rarely represented as full 32-bit floating point values. By setting the precision for these values to 16-bits in the shader code (“mediump” in OpenGL ES shading language), it’s possible to double the throughput for those operations.We can swizzle vectors of 32-bit types trivially by reordering register accesses, but we still require some in-register selection and swizzle operations for efficiently dealing with the smaller types.
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Bifrost features 
 Leverages Mali’s scalable architecture 
 Scalable to 32 shader cores 

 
 Major shader core redesign 
 New quad-based arithmetic units 
 New scalar, clause-based ISA 

 
 New geometry data flow 
 Reduces memory bandwidth and footprint 

 
 Support for fine grain buffer sharing with the 

CPU 
 

 

 
*Compared to Mali-T880, on same 

process node under the same conditions. 

20% 
Higher energy 

efficiency* 

Scalable to 32 
Shader cores 

40% 

Better 
performance 

density* 

20% 

Bandwidth 
Improvement* 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how did we achieve all of these goals? There are a series of new techniques which we are using in the Mali-G71, which together make up the Bifrost architecture. Let’s have a look…OK, so we want to make a more efficient core. What do we mean by more efficient? We need to deliver more performance per watt, more performance per mm2, and more delivery of performance per line of real-world shader code.We have four major innovations within the shader core that help us deliver on these goals.The first is a new way of representing instructions, know as clauses. We have also redesigned the arithmetic units to more efficiently address the mix of instructions present in graphical and compute shaders. We have also changed the way that the execution pipelines work, with a new communication fabric within each core as well as between them.This has in turn allowed us to redefine the geometry flow and reduce the footprint and bandwidth for vertex traffic.
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Clause execution 

 A group of instructions which executes atomically  
 

 Architectural state visible after clause completion  
 
 Bypass path registers exposed to the compiler 

 
 Non-deterministic instructions on clause 

boundaries 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we package multiple instructions together between control points, we get the “clause” concept. Note that this is not like VLIW, as the clauses are variable-length and can contain multiple instructions for the same execution unit. 
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Bifrost shader clause example 

LOAD.32  r0, [r10] 
FADD.32  r1,r0,r0 
FADD.32  r2,r1,r1 
FADD.32  r3,r2,r2 
FADD.32  r4,r3,r3 
FADD.32  r3,r3,r4 
FADD.32  r0,r3,r3 
STORE.32 r0, [r10] 

Linear Source 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a quick example showing how this actually looks at the instruction level. Here is some pseudo-assembly describing a simple shader – it’s not anything in particular, just something that loads a value from memory, performs some arithmetic on it, and stores it back.In the simple linear form, there are data dependencies throughout. The result of the load is immediately used, so we would traditionally have to identify this hazard and stall the thread until the load completes. The register accesses in the arithmetic section are largely serial too. Finally, we write the result back to memory.
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Bifrost shader clause example 

{ 
LOAD.32  r0, [r10] 
} 
 
wait(load) { 
FADD.32  r1,r0,r0 
FADD.32  r2,r1,r1 
FADD.32  r3,r2,r2 
FADD.32  r4,r3,r3 
FADD.32  r3,r3,r4 
FADD.32  r0,r3,r3 
STORE.32 r0, [r10] 
} 

LOAD.32  r0, [r10] 
FADD.32  r1,r0,r0 
FADD.32  r2,r1,r1 
FADD.32  r3,r2,r2 
FADD.32  r4,r3,r3 
FADD.32  r3,r3,r4 
FADD.32  r0,r3,r3 
STORE.32 r0, [r10] 

Load is variable 
length, so clause 

must be split 
from use of r0 

Linear Source Basic Clause Compile 

Next clause uses 
r0, so must wait 

for load to 
complete 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clause execution explicitly pulls out dependencies that have variable latency. Here we separate the load *From the rest of the code into a separate clause. Now we need only test the control flow at the start of each clause*, and we can easily transfer control to other quads in the system while we are waiting.If we didn’t use r0 until later, we could defer the clause split and test until later too, so that more instructions could execute on the same thread while the memory load is proceeding.We can do better, though.
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Bifrost shader clause example 

{ 
LOAD.32  r0, [r10] 
} 
 
wait(load) { 
FADD.32  t0,r0,r0 
FADD.32  t1,t0,t0 
FADD.32  t0,t1,t1 
FADD.32  t1,t0,t0 
FADD.32  t0,t1,t1 
FADD.32  r0,t0,t0 
} 
 
{ 
STORE.32 r0, [r10] 
} 

Optimized Clause Compile 

Use temporaries: 
only 2 register 

file accesses in 6 
cycles 

Store may also 
stall, so split to 
help scheduling 

Linear Source 

{ 
LOAD.32  r0, [r10] 
} 
 
wait(load) { 
FADD.32  r1,r0,r0 
FADD.32  r2,r1,r1 
FADD.32  r3,r2,r2 
FADD.32  r4,r3,r3 
FADD.32  r3,r3,r4 
FADD.32  r0,r3,r3 
STORE.32 r0, [r10] 
} 

LOAD.32  r0, [r10] 
FADD.32  r1,r0,r0 
FADD.32  r2,r1,r1 
FADD.32  r3,r2,r2 
FADD.32  r4,r3,r3 
FADD.32  r3,r3,r4 
FADD.32  r0,r3,r3 
STORE.32 r0, [r10] 

Basic Clause Compile 

Load is variable 
length, so clause 

must be split 
from use of r0 

Next clause uses 
r0, so must wait 

for load to 
complete 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, we can reduce the pressure on the register file by using temporary registers *Although we can only access those temporaries which were written in the previous instruction, this is a common case and using them wherever possible both reduces our register footprint and the bandwidth to the register file. By not blocking register file write slots, it allows other units more chance to get access to the register file – this will be useful to service the loads executed by other threads.Finally, since clauses must guarantee all resources before execution, we can get better usage of the store unit by splitting off the store instruction *This will allow the main arithmetic clause to execute even if the store unit is not yet ready to accept a request. Note how we have to place the result of the calculation in r0 – an architectural register – for the store, because we cannot guarantee when the store unit will actually access the register. If it was in a temporary, the chances are that the result would have been overwritten.
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Bifrost features 
 Leverages Mali’s scalable architecture 
 Scalable to 32 shader cores 

 
 Major shader core redesign 
 New scalar, clause-based ISA 

 New quad-based arithmetic units 
 

 New geometry data flow 
 Reduces memory bandwidth and footprint 

 
 Support for fine grain buffer sharing with the 

CPU 
 

 

 
*Compared to Mali-T880, on same 

process node under the same conditions. 

20% 
Higher energy 

efficiency* 

Scalable to 32 
Shader cores 

40% 

Better 
performance 

density* 

20% 

Bandwidth 
Improvement* 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how did we achieve all of these goals? There are a series of new techniques which we are using in the Mali-G71, which together make up the Bifrost architecture. Let’s have a look…OK, so we want to make a more efficient core. What do we mean by more efficient? We need to deliver more performance per watt, more performance per mm2, and more delivery of performance per line of real-world shader code.We have four major innovations within the shader core that help us deliver on these goals.The first is a new way of representing instructions, know as clauses. We have also redesigned the arithmetic units to more efficiently address the mix of instructions present in graphical and compute shaders. We have also changed the way that the execution pipelines work, with a new communication fabric within each core as well as between them.This has in turn allowed us to redefine the geometry flow and reduce the footprint and bandwidth for vertex traffic.
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 Bifrost uses the same underlying hierarchical binning design as Midgard 
 
 
 
 

 Significantly redesigned tiler memory structures 
 Minimum buffer allocations eliminated 
 Buffer allocation granularity now finer 

 Micro-triangle elimination reduces the number of primitives stored in bin buffers for geometry-
dense scenes 
 

 Cumulative effect of all changes is up to 95% reduction in tiler memory footprint 

Tiler changes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have reworked the tiler to reduce its memory footprint, making the memory allocation system finer grained and with a smaller startup footprint. This results in a considerable reduction in memory footprint for the tiler data. The low static overhead benefits areas of low complexity.We also eliminate micro-triangles early, removing any triangle which is too small (or thin) to cover a sample point. Since these cannot affect the output, they can safely be discarded before they hit memory. This saves both footprint and bandwidth, and is especially useful for areas with high geometry density.In real content we see reductions of up to 95% in bin memory footprint.
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Index-driven position shading 

3.5x 2.5x 2.0x 1.5x 
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Position 
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1x 
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Vertex 
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½ x 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the data flows for this process then…We still have to read all the indices and positions, but after culling, only about half of the transformed positions need to be written.. When we do the shading for the varyings therefore, we only have to read about half the attributes to write the varyingsFor the T-Rex benchmark, this equates to a saving of 20-30 megabytes per frame.Savings are even better for sparse vertex buffers, and geometry which is partially off-screen.
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Index-driven position shading 

Bandwidth used 
relative to memory 
storage size 

1x 

GPU Fabric 

Driver 
Software 

L2 Cache 
Segment 

Tiler 

ACE Memory Bus 

Job Manager 
Shader  
Core 0 

Shader 
Core 1 

Shader 
Core 2 

L2 Cache 
Segment 

ACE Memory Bus 

L2 Cache 
Segment 

ACE Memory Bus 

MMU 

Shader 
Core  31 

L2 Cache 
Segment 

ACE Memory Bus 

Up to 32 shader cores supported 

• Leverages existing coherency 
flows 

 
• Multiple shader cores write 

transformed positions into a 
shared memory fifo. 

  
• The fixed function Tiler reads the 

transformed positions directly 
via shared memory reads. No 
manual flushing required (fifo 
values are most likely resident in 
the L2C, but don’t have to be) 
 

• Once the tiler has read the 
positions, they are no longer 
needed and may be discarded GPU coherency domain 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The rework of the tiler also allows us to defer some of the shading workload until after culling – saving us nearly 50% of the attribute computation and memory bandwidth. We achieve this by having the compiler split the vertex shader workload into two. The first part just calculates vertex positions, so that the tiler can assign triangles to tiles on the screen. Varying shading is then only performed for those triangles that survive culling and make it into a tile. This typically saves about 40% of the total bandwidth for simple on-screen geometry.For T-Rex, this equates to a saving of 20-30 megabytes per frame.Savings are even better for sparse vertex buffers, and geometry which is partially off-screen.
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Bifrost features 
 Leverages Mali’s scalable architecture 
 Scalable to 32 shader cores 

 
 Major shader core redesign 
 New scalar, clause-based ISA 

 New quad-based arithmetic units 
 

 New geometry data flow 
 Reduces memory bandwidth and footprint 

 
 Support for fine grain buffer sharing with the 

CPU 
 

 

 
*Compared to Mali-T880, on same 

process node under the same conditions. 

20% 
Higher energy 

efficiency* 

Scalable to 32 
Shader cores 

40% 

Better 
performance 

density* 

20% 

Bandwidth 
Improvement* 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how did we achieve all of these goals? There are a series of new techniques which we are using in the Mali-G71, which together make up the Bifrost architecture. Let’s have a look…OK, so we want to make a more efficient core. What do we mean by more efficient? We need to deliver more performance per watt, more performance per mm2, and more delivery of performance per line of real-world shader code.We have four major innovations within the shader core that help us deliver on these goals.The first is a new way of representing instructions, know as clauses. We have also redesigned the arithmetic units to more efficiently address the mix of instructions present in graphical and compute shaders. We have also changed the way that the execution pipelines work, with a new communication fabric within each core as well as between them.This has in turn allowed us to redefine the geometry flow and reduce the footprint and bandwidth for vertex traffic.
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Memory system 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to support all this extra bandwidth and processing power from 32 upgraded cores, we have completely redesigned the level 2 cache which now consists of a modular design which looks to the cores like a single, coherent, level 2 cache. It is implemented as a number of cache segments each with its own external memory bus. As usual, the L2 cache size is configurable, which allows SoC vendors to choose the right size and bandwidth for their system.
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 Full system coherency support 
 Supports tightly coupled CPU+GPU use cases 

 
 L2 cache improvements 
 Single logical L2 cache makes software easier 
 Fewer partial lines written to memory which improves 

LPDDR4 performance 
 

 Supports TrustZone 

Memory system 

Mali-G71 
GPU 

Cortex-A73 
CPU 

DRAM 

CoreLink CCI-550 

DMC-500 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The L2 system supports full coherency with other bus masters in the system, a significant step towards tightly coupled CPU/GPU use cases. In Midgard GPUs, the GPU can snoop into the CPU’s cache, easing the transfer of data from CPU to GPU. Bifrost GPUs also allow the CPU to snoop into the GPU’s cache, easing the return of data to the CPU.The single logical cache makes it easy for software to work with, both in the driver and on the GPU, so that we get best reuse of cached data between shader cores. Partial cache line support means that we can effectively use it as a merging write buffer, resulting in fewer partial writes to DRAM. This ensures that the DRAM transfers stay on the “fast path” and improves overall DRAM bandwidth utilization.The GPU also supports TrustZone memory protection, working to enforce restrictions on protected memory accesses.
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Next-generation heterogeneous computing  

 OpenCL 2.0 Introduces Shared Virtual 
Memory 
 

 Mali-G71 goes one step further with fine 
grained buffers 
 

 Significantly eases development and 
enables truly heterogeneous use case 
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Presentation Notes
-Mali-G71 supports OpenCL 2.0 full profile-Lots of goodies from the developer perspective-One of the primary features, SVM – several levels of support available-Coarse grained is the mandatory one in CL 2.0, but Mali-G71 with CCI-550 goes one step further-With full coherency support in the HW – and some clever HW in the interconnect – we are able to fully unleash the potential of SVM-Mali-G71 supports Fine grained buffers with cross-device atomics-Enabling fine grained data sharing between the CPU and GPU without the need for explicit mapping and un-mapping buffers-Allows much finer grained workload sharing; a massive pain for developers with earlier APIs as they needed to care deeply about data transfers-We have created a workload balancing benchmark – showing the cost of memory overhead. 
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Summary  
 Leverages Mali’s scalable architecture 
 Scalable to 32 shader cores 

 
 Major shader core redesign 
 New scalar, clause-based ISA 

 New quad-based arithmetic units 
 

 New geometry data flow 
 Reduces memory bandwidth and footprint 

 
 Support for fine grain buffer sharing with the 

CPU 
 

 

 
*Compared to Mali-T880, on same 

process node under the same conditions. 

20% 
Higher energy 

efficiency* 

Scalable to 32 
Shader cores 

40% 

Better 
performance 

density* 

20% 

Bandwidth 
Improvement* 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how did we achieve all of these goals? There are a series of new techniques which we are using in the Mali-G71, which together make up the Bifrost architecture. Let’s have a look…OK, so we want to make a more efficient core. What do we mean by more efficient? We need to deliver more performance per watt, more performance per mm2, and more delivery of performance per line of real-world shader code.We have four major innovations within the shader core that help us deliver on these goals.The first is a new way of representing instructions, know as clauses. We have also redesigned the arithmetic units to more efficiently address the mix of instructions present in graphical and compute shaders. We have also changed the way that the execution pipelines work, with a new communication fabric within each core as well as between them.This has in turn allowed us to redefine the geometry flow and reduce the footprint and bandwidth for vertex traffic.
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Thank you! 
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